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transforming Lives Through
The Power of the Arts

2015 Impact Report
Almost FOUR DECADES of transforming lives through the arts - in schools, hospitals, libraries, senior centers and across the community.

The mission of Arts Horizons is to enhance the lives of people of all ages and abilities by creating equitable opportunities to engage in the arts.

WHAT WAS ARTS HORIZONS IMPACT LAST YEAR?

135,000 Students, Teachers, Artists, Families and Seniors benefited through
3,629 arts activities-including live performances and hands-on workshops

2000 Youth and Adults attended 400 arts activities at our LeRoy Neiman Art Center in Harlem. Creative classes, exhibitions and community arts events provided cultural exposure and education.

3500 Teachers and Artists were trained through our professional development programs including Artist/Teacher Institute (aTi). Together they will impact nearly 100 Thousand students

WHAT WE DO

Artist-in-Residence and Live Performances bring artists into hundreds of schools. These programs increase multicultural awareness, explore issues like bullying and provide hands on arts education experiences in music, dance, visual art, creative writing, theatre and digital arts.

Special Needs programs provide students and adults in schools, hospitals and special facilities myriad opportunities to participate in the arts.

Artist/Teacher Institute (aTi) trains teachers and artists how to integrate the arts into academic subjects while inspiring them to be their very best in the classroom.

Creative Alternatives for Youth at Risk provides a safe haven for youth after school, encouraging exploration of important issues such as violence and risky behavior through activities based on arts therapy models.

Creative Spirits brings arts workshops that fit the cognitive and physical needs of older adults, including those with Alzheimer's.

The arts engage and impact all ages, cultures, ethnicities and socio-economic backgrounds - and Arts Horizons is in the forefront of making the arts an essential part of life. Our programs inspire creativity, advance education, celebrate traditions, encourage expression, nourish critical thinking and spark innovation.